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This paper is primarily concerned with a projective dimension of vector spaces 
with valuations. Let f be a totally ordered set with suprema. The valuated vector 
spaces over r form a pre-abelian category 7 ‘. A short exact sequence 0 --L A + B + 
C + 0 in 7 is proper if each element of C has a preimage with the same value. The 
proper projectives in ?’ are precisely the free objects in 7 . . An object V E 7 is 
free if and only if it is the coproduct of one-dimensional spaces. The main purpose 
of this paper is to characterize those valuated spaces having proper projective 
dimension n for each positive integer n. Our characterization uses the notion of 
separability which is defined as follows. A subspace W of V is called EC,-separable 
in V if for each x E V there exists a subset S of W having cardinality not exceeding 
pC, such that sup{lx + w(: w E W) = sup{lx + s]: s E S). Roughly speaking, we 
show that proj. dim.(V) Q n if V has enough K,- ,-separable subspaces, where we 
have abbreviated “proper projective dimension” to “proj. dim.” More precisely, we 
prove that proj. dim.(V) < n if and only if V is the union of a smooth ascending 
chain of EC,_,-separable subspaces, 0 = V,, c V, G ... E V, L ... such that 
dim(V,+ ,/V,) ,< p(,. Many other results are required before this characterization 
can be obtained. After it is obtained, we are able to prove the existence of valuated 
vector spaces having projective dimension exactly n for each positive integer n. 
Also, it is shown that there exist spaces having infinite projective dimension. 
Although our main results are homological in nature, for the most part the 
techniques of the paper certainly are not. One might compare what we do, for 
example, with Kaplansky’s structural characterization of algebraically compact 
groups, which turn out to be those that have pure-injective dimension 1. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout let I- he a fixed totally ordered set with suprema; every 
nonempty subset of r has a least upper bound in IY By a valuated vector 
space we mean a vector space V with a (valuation) function, denoted by 
x--t 1x1, from V into {r, co} that satisfies the following conditions: 
(1) Ix+~l~minC4I~lI~ 
(2) JcxJ = 1x1 if c is a nonzero scalar, 
(3) [x(=03 ifandonlyifx=O. 
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We follow the convention that co is larger than every element of r. A 
standard model for r is a closed initial segment of ordinal numbers. 
One of the main examples of a valuated vector space is I’= G[p], where 
G is a p-primary abelian group with the valuation of x E I’ being simply the 
height of x computed in G. Indeed, from our viewpoint, the structure theory 
of valuated vector spaces is desired because of its immediate application to 
abelian groups and certain modules. Recall that G[p] considered as a 
valuated vector space (rather than just a vector space) reflects much of the 
structure of a p-primary abelian group G; see, for example, [3]. In fact, it is 
a well-known result of one of the authors that the valuated vector space 
V= G[ p] reflects aZZ of the structure of G if G is totally projective; the 
classical case for a countable primary group goes all the way back to Ulm 
[20]. For other examples and applications of valuated vector spaces, see 
15-8, 11, 12, 16-191. We should also mention that valuated vector spaces 
are of interest in their own right, and they provide an important example of a 
pre-abelian category that is not abelian. It is one of our main objectives to 
characterize those objects V in this category that satisfy Pext”(V, IV) = 0 for 
all W, where P denotes a certain proper class. 
If W and V are valuated vector spaces, a map from V to W is simply a 
linear transformation that does not decrease values. We have already made 
reference to the fact that the category 7. of valuated vector spaces is pre- 
abelian, but not abelian 151. What this amounts to is that ?” is additive and 
has kernels and cokernels (but monies and epics are not always kernels and 
cokernels). We shall be especially interested in those maps in 7’. that 
preserve some continuity of values. Specifically, the map 4: I’--+ W is said to 
be continuous if it satisfies the following property for all x0 E I’. 
In other words, a map 4: I’-+ W is continuous if for each x0 E I/ there is 
always an x in V with 4(x) = #(x0) w h ose value is “arbitrarily close” to the 
value of 4(x,). In case the value of 4(x,) is not the supremum of smaller 
values, continuity requires the existence of such an x having the same value 
as #(x0). A simple example of a discontinuous map in 7. is 7~: (xn) w) (x0), 
where a < p and x, has value a, whereas xq has value /3. Such a jump in 
values is usually considered an undesirable feature. Discontinuity leads to 
unusual phenomena. For example, the mapping rc defined above is both 
manic and epic, but not an isomorphism [ 151. 
DEFINITION 1.1. The sequence 
. . . AAB4,C.e. 
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of continuous maps is exact at B if /3(b) = 0 if and only if b = a(u) for some 
a E A. Equivalently, the sequence is exact if 
and 
/I = ker(cok 8) o cok a 
a = ker /.I o cok(ker a). 
This definition of exactness is consistent with Fuchs [5 ] and with Richman 
and Walker [ 171. In particular, a short exact sequence 
has continuous maps a and /I with a = ker /I and fl= cok a. 
If W is a subspace of V, the valuation on the quotient space V/W is 
defined by 
Ix + WI = {sup ]x + w]: w E W}. 
Hence the natural projection V-P V/W is always continuous as well as the 
natural inclusion W+ V. 
A valuated set S is simply a set S together with a function f from S into 
r. In other words, a valuated set is a set whose elements are tagged by 
elements of r. A free valuated vector space F[S] based on S can be charac- 
terized in the usual way, There is a function g: S -+ F[S] such that if 
f: S -+ V is any function from S to V E “t:. that does not decrease values, 
then there is a unique map 0 E P. such that the diagram 




is commutative. Alternatively, F[S] can be described as a coproduct [5]. We 
remind the reader that in a coproduct values are computed by the formula 
],JJx,]=min(xi]. 
DEFINITION 1.2. The free valuated vector space based on a valuated set 
S is the coproduct 
F[Sl = c (x,>* SES 
where the value of x, in the one-dimensional space (x,) is the same as the 
value of s. 
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In particular, we shall need the free valuated vector space F[ I’] based on 
another valuated vector space V, 
F[V] = 1 (x), 
XEV 
An important short exact sequence is 
O+K*F[V] -+ v-+0, 
where F[ V] -+ V is the natural map and K is its kernel. We call this short 
exact sequence the natural exact sequence associated with V. It was shown 
in [S] that the subspace K in the preceding exact sequence is nice in F[ VJ, 
where the property of being nice is defined as follows. 
DEFINITION 1.3. A subspace W of V is nice if for each x E V there 
exists wE Wsuch that Ix+ W\=Jx+wl. 
It should be observed that a free space in F. need not be projective (although 
in Fuchs’ terminology in [ 5 ] they are because there a projective is actually a 
proper projective). In fact, if B = C, i w (x,) with lx,] = n and A is the 
subspace of B generated by the elements x0 - x,,, then even the one- 
dimensional free space (x,) is not projective since there is no nonzero map 
from (x,) to B; but 
O-+A+B+(x,,)=B/A+O 
is exact. Fortunately this does not happen if the maps in the preceding 
sequence are proper (definition forthcoming). We remark that in a short 
exact sequence 
O+A-+B+C-+O, 
the maps are all proper if and only if A is imbedded as a nice subspace of B. 
Thus a free space is a proper projective. 
Throughout the paper, we use the concept of a smooth chain. A chain of 
subspaces (or subsets) 
A,EA,G...sA,~..., a < A, 
indexed by an ordinal L is said to be a smooth chain if A, = UocD A, 
whenever /3 is a limit ordinal less than A. Even though our main interest here 
is the (proper) projective dimension of valuated vector spaces V, we shall 
need to retain the concept of the ordinary dimension of a valuated vector 
space. By the dimension of a valuated vector space (as opposed to the 
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projective dimension) we simply mean the dimension of the vector space 
with the valuation ignored. 
Although in general values are not necessarily ordinal numbers, we shall 
still use the notion of the colinality of an element y E ZY If y is isolated in the 
sense that y is not the supremum of smaller elements, then the cofinality of y, 
abbreviated cof(y), is defined to be zero. If y is not isolated, we define 
cof(y) = inf{]S]: y = sup(S) and y exceeds all s E S}. 
For example, cof(y) = No if y is the supremum in r of a simple sequence of 
smaller elements. Observe that we have used IS] to denote the cardinality of 
a set S but there is no danger in confusing this with the value of an element 
X. 
2. SEPARABLE AND COMPATIBLE SUBSPACES 
The reader is advised that he may omit the details of proofs in this section, 
but not the results themselves, without great loss of comprehension of the 
paper. A fundamental concept (Definition 1.3) concerning valuated vector 
spaces is that of a nice subspace; see, for example, [5,9]. The significance of 
separable subspaces was first observed in [9]. We shall now unify and 
generalize these two concepts. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let K denote a cardinal number, finite or infinite. A 
subspace W of V is N-separable if, for each x E V, there exists a subset S, of 
W having cardinality not exceeding EC such that 
sup{]x + w]: w E W} = sup{]x + s]: s E S,}. 
In case N is finite, K-separable implies l-separable and is equivalent o W 
being nice in V. For occasional use, it is convenient o define K-r = 1 and 
thereby be able to refer to a nice subspace as an H _ ,-separable subspace. A 
subspace W is &separable in V, according to Definition 2.1, if and only if 
it is separable in the sense of [9]. Thus the next proposition is contained in 
191. Before stating this useful proposition, however, we need another 
definition. 
DEFINITION 2.2. A space W is absolutely EC-separable if W is K- 
separable in every containing space V. 
PROPOSITION 2.3 [9]. Any free space is absolutely &,-separable. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. A subspace W of V is K-separable i$ and only if 
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WW, = 05, W/W w h enever p E r and cof(j?) > K; the subspace of V 
that consists of those elements having value greater than or equal to p is 
denoted by Vo. 
Proof. In general, (V/W),, 2 (V,, W)/ W because V + V/W is a map 
(that does not decrease values). Suppose W is K-separable in V and that 
cof(j3) > EC where p E r. We need to prove that (V/W), E (V, , W)/ W, so let 
Ix+Wl~p.IfIx+Wl>P,thereexistswEWsuchthatIx+wl~p.Hence 
x+ W=x+wt WE(V,, W)/W. Therefore, assume that Ix+ Wl=p. 
This means that /I = sup{ Ix t w I: w E W}. Since W is N-separable, there 
exists a subset S of W having cardinality not exceeding EC such that p = 
sup{lx t sl: s E S}. But cof(p) > EC implies that p= (x t s/ for some 
s E S G W, and again we conclude x + WE (V,, W)/ W. 
Conversely, if we assume that 
whenever p E r and cof(p) > EC, it is almost immediate that W is K- 
separable in V. 
Actually we have proved the following, which is the version usually 
employed. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. If W is a subspace of V, then W is K-separable in V if 
whenever cof(/?) > EC and /x + WI = /? there exists an element w E W such 
that Ix + WI =p. 
COROLLARY 2.6. If cof(/?) <K for each /3 that is the supremum of a 
subset of the support of V, then every subspace of V is K-separable. The 
support of V, denoted by supp( V), is the set of values of the elements of V. 
The proofs of the next two propositions can be obtained by 
straightforward applications of Definition 2.1 and Proposition 2.5. 
PROPOSITION 2.7. Let A E B G C be subspaces of V. 
(1) rf B is K-separable in C, then B/A is K-separable in C/A. 
(2) If A is K-separable in C, and B/A is N-separable in C/A, then B is 
K-separable in C. 
(3) If A is K-separable in B and B is N-separable in C, then A is K- 
separable in C. 
PROPOSITION 2.8. Let A and B be K-separable subspaces of a space V. 
Then (A, B)/A is K-separable in V/A if and only if (A, B)/B is K-separable 
in V/B. 
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It is obvious that if a subspace W of V has cardinality not exceeding EC, 
then W is K-separable in V. This can be generalized to the case that 
dim( IV) < K. 
PROPOSITION 2.9. Zf dim(W) < K, then W is absolutely K-separable. 
Proof Let W be a subspace of V. First, we observe that if dim( IV) = n is 
finite, then 1 supp( IV)] < 12. This is readily established by induction on n since 
every finite-dimensional valuated vector space is free [5]. Now if 
dim(W) = EC is infinite, we know that ]supp(IV)] < K because supp(S) is 
finite for every finite-dimensional subspace S of W. Since ] supp( IV)] < K, it 
follows that W is H-separable in V, in connection with this assertion it 
should be observed that if ]x+w,] <]x+w,], then Ixtw,I=Iw,--w,lE 
SUPP( w>* 
In order to prove the next proposition it suffices to prove it for a one- 
dimensional space F, and we leave the proof of that simple case to the 
reader. 
PROPOSITION 2.10. Zf W is fC-separable in V and F is a jkite- 
dimensional subspace of V, then ( W, F) is also #-separable. 
Part (1) of Proposition 2.7, together with the preceding proposition, yields 
the following. 
COROLLARY 2.11. Zf W is K-separable in V and F is a finite-dimensional 
subspace of V, then (W, F)/F is K-separable in V/F. 
Earlier, one of us introduced the concept of two subspaces A and B of V 
being compatible [ 91. 
DEFINITION 2.12. If A and B are subspaces of V, we say that A is 
compatible with B if for each pair (a, b) E A x B there exists c in A n B such 
that la t c] > ] a t bl. It is easily demonstrated that the relation is symmetric, 
and we write A ( ] B if A and B are compatible. 
The most important consequence of compatibility is the following, which 
was first observed in [9]. If A ] ] B, then the natural map A/A ~7 B + (A, B)/B 
is an isomorphism (= isometry ). 
It should be observed that compatibility is inductive in the variable B if A 
is fixed; A ] ] (J B, if A ] I B, and {B,} is an ascending chain. The next result 
establishes a fundamental connection between separability and compatibility, 
which is most essential for our main results. 
THEOREM 2.13. Let K be an infinite cardinal. Zf A is K-separable in V 
and dim(B) <K for any subspace B of V, there exists C in V such that 
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(1) CzB, 
(2) dim(C) < K, and 
(3) CllA* 
Proof. It is enough to show that there exists C in V satisfying (I), (2), 
and 
(3’) given (a, b) E A x B, there exists c in A n C such that la + c/ > 
la + bl. 
For if we set C, = B this would imply that there exists an ascending 
sequence 
of subspaces of V such that dim(C,) < K and for any given (a, c,J in A x C, 
there exists c, + r E A n C, + 1 with the property that 1 a + c, + 1 1 > 1 a t c, I. 
The desired subspace C could then be obtained by setting C = U C,, n < w. 
Hence we shall only show the existence of C satisfying (l), (2) and (3’). 
For a one-dimensional subspace (b) G B there exists a fixed subspace C of 
A with dim(C) <EC such that for a given (a, rb) in A x (b), where r is an 
arbitrary scalar, there is an element c in C such that 1 c t rbl > la t rbl. All 
we need to do is let C = (S) where we choose S &A of cardinality not 
exceeding K so that I b t Al = sup{1 b + sl: s E S); this is possible due to the 
fact that A is K-separable. 
Now, if F is any finite-dimensional subspace of B, we want to prove that 
there is a subspace C, of A with dim(C,) < K such that for any given 
(a, x) E A x F there is an element c in C, with the property that Ic + xl > 
la t xl. This is proved by induction on n = dim(F) and we have just proved 
it in the preceding paragraph for the case n = 1. 
Assume that rr = dim(F) > 1 and let FO be an (n - I)-dimensional 
subspace of F. By the induction hypothesis, there exists a subspace C, of A 
with dim(C,) < EC satisfying the following condition: 
(2.14) if (a, x) E A x F,, there exists cO in C, such that I cO f xl > 
la t XI. 
Furthermore, by Corollary 2.11, we know that (A, F,)/F,, is K-separable in 
V/F,,. Since dim(F/FJ = 1, we have established already the existence of a 
subspace (C, , F,,)/F,, in (A, FO)/FO with dim(( C, , F,)/F,) < # satisfying the 
following condition: 
(2.15) if (a t F,, x t F,) E (A, F,)/F, X F/F,,, there exists cr in C, 
such that Jc, +x+F,,‘,l>la tx+F,I. 
Since (C, , F,)/F, c (A, E;,)/F,,, we can choose C, EA and impose the 
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condition dim(C,) < K because dim((C,, F,)/F,,) < K. Set C = (C,, C,). 
Then C GA and dim(C) < K. Let (a, x) E A x F and let Ia + XI = j3. Since 
1 a + x + P,I > p there exists, according to (2.15), an element c, E C, such 
that for some f0 in F0 Icr + x +fOl > j?. Thus 
I c1 - a +&I = Kc, + x +a - (a f XII > P. 
By (2.14) there exists c,, E C, such that IcO +fOl > p because c, - a EA. It 
follows that ( c1 - c0 - a 1 > p and consequently that I c, - c, + xl > /?, and we 
have the desired property I c + xl > /I where c = ci - c,, E C. We have shown 
that if F is any finite-dimensional subspace of B there exists a subspace C, 
of A with dim(C,) < N and having the property that for any (a, x) E A X F 
there is an element c in C, such that Ic t xl > la t xl. Let C’ = (CF&), 
where S ranges over all the finite subsets of a fixed basis of the space B; this 
fixed basis, of course, has at most K elements under the hypothesis. Thus 
there are at most K finite-dimensional subspaces F = (S) being considered 
and dim(C,) < K for each one. Therefore dim(C’) < K. Observe that if 
(a, b) E A x B there exists c’ in C’ such that I c’ + bl > I a + bJ. Letting C = 
(C’, B), we observe that conditions (1) C 2 B and (2) dim(C) < K are 
satisfied. In order to see that condition (3’) is also satisfied, let (a, b) E A x B 
andlet~utb~=~.ChoosecEC’~Csothat~-c+b~~/u+b~;recallthat 
C’ has this property. Then la t cl >/3 = la + bl. This completes the proof of 
the theorem. 
The next proposition will be useful later as it will enable us to develop, 
under certain conditions, an ascending chain of subspaces A, compatible 
with a fixed subspace C without A,+i/A, being too large. 
PROPOSITION 2.16. Let A, B and C be subspaces of V that satisfy the 
following conditions: 
(1) A is nice in V, 
(2) AEB, 
(3) A I I c, 
(4) B/A I I CC, AYA. 
Then B ) I C. 
Proof. Let IbtcJ=/?, where bEB and cEC. Since Ibtc+AI>/?, 
there exists, as a consequence of (4), d + A in B/A n (C, A)/A such that 
Id t c t A I > /3. Obviously, we can choose the representative d E B n C in 
view of (2). Furthermore, Id t c t al > p for some a E A as a consequence 
of (1). Finally, because of (3), there exists an element e E A n C such that 
Id+c+e(>,& Letting f=dte, we see that fEBnC. Since If+c\>/?, 
B I I c. 
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The proof of the following proposition follows a standard pattern and is 
therefore omitted. 
PROPOSITION 2.17. Let V be an arbitrary valuated vector space and let 
O+K+F[V]+ v-0 
be the natural exact sequence associated with V, where F[ V] is the free 
valuated space based on the elements of V. For any subspace W of V let 
F[ W] be the corresponding free summand of F[ V] based on the elements of 
W. Then K ( ) F[ W]. 
3. NECESSARY CONDITIONS FOR A SPACE 
TO HAVE A FINITE FREE RESOLUTION 
Let V denote a valuated vector space. By a free resolution of V of length n 
we mean an exact sequence 
@,-I 0, O-F~:,FF,~..._,F,_,-F,-V---r 0, (3.1) 
where Fi is free for each i. We call the reader’s attention to Definitions 1.1 
and 1.2. In summary, the freeness of Fi requires it to be the coproduct in 7’. 
of one-dimensional spaces, whereas the exactness of (3.1) requires continuous 
maps that match incoming images with outgoing kernels. Note that we have 
indexed the free. resolution (3.1) opposite the usual way for a free or 
projective resolution, but since we shall consider only resolutions of finite 
length, there is no essential difference. The backward indexing in (3.1) will 
prove more convenient for proofs of theorems that are established by 
induction on n. 
It was once claimed [5] that every valuated vector space V has a free 
resolution (3.1) with IZ < 1 (as is the case for abelian groups), but this was 
disproved independently by Richman and Walker in [ 181 and by White in 
[21]. Note, in fact, that V has a free resolution of length n < 1 if and only if 
V is, in the language of [9], a QFF space; certainly not every valuated 
vector space V is QFF. This brings us to a natural question whose answer is 
one of the main objectives of this paper. How can those spaces V that have 
free resolutions of length n be characterized in a structural sense? At this 
point, the reader may justifiably be wondering exactly how, if at all, the free 
resolution (3.1) for V relates to the projective dimension of V since the 
example near the end of the introduction shows that a free space need not be 
projective. However, if we use the following concept of a proper map, then 
any free space is a proper projective [5]; and we shall be concerned only 
with the resulting relative homology. 
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DEFINITION. A map #:A+B is proper if ]#(a)]=]a’] for some a’ EA 
such that $(a’) = #(a). 
Throughout this paper the choice of the proper class does not change. Notice 
that a proper map is automatically continuous. All the maps in a short exact 
sequence 
are proper if B + C is proper. The proper short exact sequences form a 
proper class in the sense of Maclane [ 141. Thus Pext(C,A) is established 
[171* 
Returning to resolution (3.1), we emphasize that the objects are proper 
projectives but the connecting maps are not required to be proper. 
Nevertheless, we venture the following. 
Conjecture. For each integer n, conditions (i) and (ii) are equivalent for 
every valuated vector space V. 
(i) V has a free resolution of length n. 
(ii) For all valuated vector spaces W, Pext”+ ‘(V, w) = 0. 
We are able to prove the preceding conjecture (as Theorem 5.2), but only 
after we establish some of our main results characterizing those spaces V 
that have free resolutions of length n. It should be obvious to the reader now 
why the maps in (3.1) are not required to be proper. Our results are stronger 
with the more general maps permitted. For example, the above conjecture 
(=Theorem 5.2) would be weakened greatly if the connecting maps in (3.1) 
were proper. One thing that we ultimately prove is that if V has the free 
resolution (3.1), then it has one with proper maps. This result itself is quite 
significant. For n = 1, this is the major contribution of [9]. 
We now investigate the structure of a space V that has the finite free 
resolution (3.1) of length n. For each free subspace Fk in (3.1) choose, once 




be the coproduct of the sets Z(k) that appear in (3.2); we shall assume that 
the sets Z(k), 0 < k < n, are mutually disjoint and therefore Z = U k < n Z(k). If 
JE Z, it will be understood that J(k) denotes JnZ(k) and that 
(3.3) 
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Observe that Fi is not just a subspace of Fk but in fact is a direct summand. 
The next concept plays a fundamental role in establishing the major 
results of this paper. 
DEFINITION 3.4. For the fixed resolution (3.1) and the decompositions 
(3.2), a subset J of I is a special subset if the following conditions are 
satisfied: 
(a> &I+ 1II 4/P/J for 0 G k < n 
and (3.5) 
(b) F$+ 1 n gk(Fk) = $k(Fi) for 0 < k < n. 
We state the next three lemmas and leave their straightforward 
verifications to the reader. For brevity we shall say that V has free 
dimension not exceeding n and write f.d.( v) < n to mean that V has a finite 
free resolution of length n. 
LEMMA 3.6. The special subsets of I are inductive, that is, the union of 
an ascending chain of special subsets is again a special subset. 
In the next two lemmas we abuse the notation slightly by continuing to 
denote the connecting maps by oi, but the meaning should be clear since the 
map designated by tii is the one naturally derived from the original di in 
(3.1). 
LEMMA 3.7. If J is special in I, then 
0-F,--+F;A . ..----‘F.-,-F, J @o J @"-I J @" - h(FJ,) -0 (3.8) 
is a free resolution of #,(FJ,). In particular, d,(F:) has free dimension not 
exceeding n. 
LEMMA 3.9. If J is special in I, then 
0 --t F,/F; 2 F,/F: 2 . . + F,IF; -% V/#,(F’,) + 0 (3. IO) 
is a free resolution of V/#,(F:). In particular, V/#,,(F:) has free dimension 
not exceeding n. 
Each free resolution is to carry with it fixed decompositions of the free 
spaces. For example, decompositions (3.3) are associated with resolution 
(3.8). Furthermore, if J is special it is apparent that a special subset of J, 
relative to (3.8) and (3.3), is in fact a special subset of I. However, we are 
actually more interested in going the other way and finding special subsets K 
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of Z containing the special subset .Z. In this connection, we take Z-J to be 
the index set for the resolution (3.10); this is natural since 
Fk/F<= C CXi,k) C lXi,k) g C CXi,k)* C3a1 l> 
isI 1 id(k) ieI(k) -J(k) 
The next lemma states in precise terms that the results of pulling back a 
special set over a special set is another special set. 
LEMMA 3.12. Suppose that J c K s Z where J is special in Z relative to 
(3.1) and (3.2). IfK -J is special in Z-J, relative to (3.10) and (3.1 l), then 
K must also be special in Z relative to (3.1) and (3.2). 
Proof: We need to prove 
and 
Ft+ 1 1 1 #kcFkk) for O< k < n (3.13) 
Ff+ 1 n #ktFk) = dkcFf) for 0 <k < n. (3.14) 
Since K -.Z is special relative to (3.10) and (3.1 l), we know that 
F:+ ,I%+ I I/ @k(Fk/F;) (3.15) 
and 
Ft+ dFi+ 1 n $k(FklF;) = #k(Ft/FJk). (3.16) 
Observe that $d&/FJk) = (h@k), F:+,)lF:+, and h(Ff/FJk) = 
@k(Ff>, I;Jk+ dFJk+ 1’ Hence (3.15) implies that 
Ff+ ,P:+ I I 1 (#k(Fk>, F:+ IV’: + 1’ (3.17) 
By Proposition 2.16, Ff, 1 I 1 Qk(Fk), and (3.13) is proved. In order to 
establish (3.14), we use (3.16). An equivalent form of (3.16) is the following: 
FL l/FL 1 n (h(Fk), FJk+ dFJk+ I = @k(Ff>, FJk+ I)/~:+ I. 
The preceding yields 
Ff+ 1 n @k(Fk>3 FJk+ d = @kcFfhFJk+ I>9 (3.18) 
which immediately implies that #,(Ft) E Ff, I and establishes an inclusion 
relation in one direction for (3.14). Moreover, if x E Ff,, n tik(Fk), (3.18) 
implies x E (#,(Ft), Fi,,). Thus x =y + z, where y E #,(Ff) and 
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zm+l n #k(F,J = 4k(FJk) G #,(Ft). Therefore, x E #,(F:). We conclude 
that (3.14) holds, and the lemma is proved. 
We are now prepared for the main results. 
THEOREM A. If V has a free resolution of length n, then V is absolutely 
&-separable. 
The proof of Theorem A is by induction on n. The theorem is known for 
the case n = 0 and is the same as Proposition 2.3 in that case. Before we 
proceed with the induction, we examine some additional consequences of the 
induction hypothesis. 
Until the proof of Theorem A is completed, let n be a fixed positive integer 
and assume that Theorem A is true for every nonnegative integer less than n. 
Actually, the full induction hypothesis is that Theorem A and the following 
Theorems B and C are all valid for every nonnegative integer less than n. 
The logical implications are 
A(n- l)*A(n- l)+B(n)*A(n- l)+B(n)+C(n)*A(n), 
where, for example, A(n) denotes Theorem A for a fixed n. 
THEOREM B. If J is any special subset of I, relative to (3.1) and (X2), 
then gn(FJ,) is K,- ,-separable in V = $,,(F,) for n > 0. 
Proof. Observe that, by virtue of the natural isomorphism, 
WJI4,(F~) g (F,/~,-,(F,-,))I((FJ,, ~,-,(F,-,))/g,-l(F,-1)). 
(3.19) 
Hence in order to establish Theorem B it is enough to prove that 
Pi, ~,-l(F,-l))/~,-l(F”-l) is K,-,-separable in F,hL,(F,-,I. BY 
Theorem A for n - 1 we know that 4, _ I (F,- 1) is absolutely K,- ,-separable 
since f.d.(#,-,(F,-,)) < n - 1. In particular, #,-,(F”_,) is an K,-,- 
separable subspace of F,. Certainly, I;“, is EC,,- ,-separable in F, since it is in 
fact EC- ,-separable (=nice) in F, . Therefore, we can apply Proposition 2.8 
and conclude that (FJ,,~,_,(F;,_,))/~,_,(F,_,) is &,-separable in 
F,/#,- i(F,, - J provided that (F”, ,4,, _ ,(Fn _ ,))/F”, is K,- ,-separable in 
F,/FJ,. But 
(F$ L,(F,-WF; = 4n--1(Fn-#‘--l) EF,IFJ, 
has free dimension not exceeding n - 1 according to Lemma 3.9. Again by 
Theorem A for n - 1 we conclude that (F:, #,- I(F”- l))/F: is (absolutely) 
K,-,-separable, and Theorem B is proved for the fixed positive integer n. 
If for the moment we allow n to be zero, we can still show that Theorem B 
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remains valid for n = 0. Observe, in this case, that $0: F, -+ V is an 
isomorphism, so &,(F$ is a summand of V= &(F,) since FJ, is a summand 
of F,. Consequently, d,(F{) is nice in $,,(F,). Since we have defined K-,- 
separable to mean exactly the same as nice, Theorem B is also true for n = 0. 
The following theorem is a key result. It, together with Theorem B, 
establishes an abundance of &,-separable subspaces of spaces V that have 
free dimension less than or equal to n. 
THEOREM C. Suppose that J is any special subset of I, relative to 
resolution (3.1) and decompositions (3.2) where n > 1. If S is any subset of I 
having cardinality not exceeding K,, _ , , there exists a special subset K of I 
containing both J and S such that 1 K - JI < K,-, . 
ProoJ: With reference to resolution (3.1), 4,,- ,(Fn- 1) is #,-,-separable 
in F, by Theorem A for n - 1 because f.d.@, _ i (F,, _ ,)) < n - 1. We need to 
consider its free resolution derived from (3.1), which is 
@o @I O-F,,-F,+ . . . F,-, ++#,-,(F,-,)-0. 
We shall of course use the same decompositions 
(3.20) 
(3.21) 
as in (3.2) except this time k < n - 1. 
Let 9 denote the collection of all special subsets of UkGn-i I(k) relative 
to resolution (3.20) and decompositions (3.21). In case n = 1, 9’ is simply 
the subsets of I(0). In addition to assuming that Theorem A is true for it - 1, 
we have also assumed that Theorem C itself is true for n - 1. Therefore, we 
know that if S E 9 and if R is any subset of UkGn-i I(k) having cardinality 
not exceeding K,- i, there exists T E 9 such that T contains both S and R 
and such that IT-Sl<K,-l; h ere, except for the case n = 1, we could have 
used the smaller bound KnPz, but there is no need for the smaller bound in 
what follows. The larger bound N,,-i is sufficient. Furthermore, for what we 
do presently, the case where S = 0 will suffice. What is actually essential is 
the following, which is true by the induction hypothesis. 
(3.22) If R E U,@-, I(k) and if (RI < K,- 1, there exists S 
containing R such that I .S < K,-, and S E 9’. 
Since 4, _ ,(F,- ,) is K,, _ ,-separable in F,, , according to Theorem 2.13 if 
S _C I(n) and ) SI < K,- i there exists a subspace W of F, satisfying the 
following properties, where FE denotes xi,, (x~,~): 
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(2) dim(W) <K,-,, and 
(3) WI I h-~tFn-J 
In view of (2), there exists a subset T of Z(n) containing S such that F,T 2 W. 
We can repeat this application of Theorem 2.13 infinitely many times and 
obtain an ascending sequence of subsets 
of Z(n) each having cardinality K,-, and also an ascending sequence of 
subspaces 
such that 
W(O)G W(l)E --. G W(i)G .--, i < 0, 
Fi”) C_ W(i) 5 Fz”+ l) and wi I I #n-lCFn-l> 
for each i. If we set S(w) = Uico S(i) and W(w) = Uicw W(i), it follows at 
once that FScW) = W(o). Consequently, since compatibility is inductive, 
Fi’“’ 1 I$,- ,(;;.-r). Notice that we have shown that S(w) satisfies part (a) of 
condition (3.5) for k = n - 1. 
Suppose that R(0) is a special subset of lJkGn-, Z(k) having cardinality 
not exceeding K,-, . In the above sequence {S(i)} we can choose S(0) so 
that F:(O) 2 #,,- ,(F, _ 1) R(o . Since IS(O)\ < &-1, there exists according to (3.22) 
a special subset R(1) of UkGn-, Z(k) having cardinality not exceeding &I 
such that #,-,(FfI’/) I> Fz(‘)n #,- l(Fn- r). Obviously we can continue in 
this manner, so we may assume that the sequence (S(i)} of subsets ,of Z(n) 
chosen above relate to a corresponding sequence {R(i)} of special subsets of 
lJkGnPl Z(k) as follows, where IR(i)l <Knel for each i: 
Therefore, in addition to the compatibility relation Fz’“’ I 14, _ I(Fn _ ,), we 
can choose, at the same time, a special subset R(o) = Uico R(i) of 
UkGnALZ(k) so that Fi’“’ n~,_,(F~-,,)=~,_,(F~‘_“). Thus if we let K= 
R(w) U S(w), then K is special in Z= UkGn Z(k) since K satisfies both (a) 
and (b) of condition (3.5). Moreover, 1 K ( < K,- r, and K 2 R (0) U S(0) can 
be chosen so that it contains any subset, say S, of Z having cardinality at 
most KU-r. For the special case that J= 0 we have demonstrated that 
Theorem C is true. The general case follows from the case J= 0 by Lemmas 
3.9 and 3.12, so the proof of Theorem C is completed for the given positive 
integer n. 
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Proof of Theorem A. The proof of Theorem A will be established for the 
fixed positive integer n by induction together with the consequences of the 
induction hypothesis which now include Theorems B and C for 12 as well as 
the nonnegative integers less than IZ. 
Assume Theorem A fails for the positive integer n (but not earlier). Then 
VG W is not EC,-separable for some W, where f.d.(V) < n with V having the 
free resolution (3.1). There exists a value b E r with cof(b) > K, and an 
element xE W such that Ix+ VI=& where b>(x+ul if vE V. This 
follows from Proposition 2.5. Select simultaneously an ascending chain of 
values 
b(0) < b(1) < *a* <b(a) < a’*’ a Cq, 
and an ascending chain of special subsets 
J(O)CJ(l)C ..’ CJ(cr)C .*., a < co, 
of Z in (3.2) that satisfy the following conditions: 
(1) b(a)<bforeacha<w,. 
(2) b(P) = sup{b(a): a <p} if /3 < 0, is a limit. 
(3) IJ(a)j < K,- 1 for each a < w,. 
(4) J(P) = u,<o J(a) if p < 0, is a limit. 
(5) b(a) < Ix + #,,(FJ,(a))l for each a < CO,. 
(6) Ix + $,(Fh’“‘)l < b(a + 1) for each a < w,. 
If p is a limit and condition (5) holds for a < /?, then it continues to hold for 
a = p as a consequence of (2) and (4). Thus, as far as (5) is concerned, it is 
enough to demonstrate that it can be achieved for a isolated. Since b(a) < b, 
there exists an element u(a) in V such that Ix t u(a)] > b(a). Choose 
f,(a) E F, so that $,,(&(a)) = v(a), and letf,(a) E Fzca), where S(a) is some 
finite subset of Z(n) G I. By Theorem C, there exists a special subset J(a) of Z 
containing both J(a - 1) and S(a) such that IJ(a) -J(a - 1)l <EC,-,. 
Therefore, iJ(a KnW1 since IJ(a - l)l < EC,-, , and b(a) < Ix + v(a)1 ,< 
Ix + Me% 
In regard to condition (6), simply observe that cof(b) > K, but cof(lx t 
$,,(F:(n))l) <K,, by Proposition 2.9 since if a is a limit 
dim(#,(F;‘a’)) < dim(F:‘“‘) < IJ(a)j < K,. 
Consequently, we can choose b(a t 1) < b so that Jx t #,(Fi’“‘)I < b(a t 1). 
Further, if we set b(w,) = sup{b(a): a < mn} and J= IJacw, J(a), it follows 
that J is special and 
Ix + #,(FJ,)I = sup{lx + #,(F;‘“‘)I} = b(q) < 6. 
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There must exist u E V such that b(o,) < ]x + u] < b, which yields, upon 
selecting f,, E F, so that #,(f,) = -0, 
I h,(f,) + k(FJ,>I = l--u + h(FJ,)I = NW,). 
Since [b(O),..., b(a),..., b(w,)] in r has been constructed order isomorphic to 
[0, 0~~1, we know that cof(b(w,)) = EC,. However Theorem B asserts that 
o,(F:) is K,-,-separable in #,(I;,). By Proposition 2.5 there must exist 
y E FJ, such that ] $,,(f,) + 4,(y)] = b(c0,). Therefore, 
Ix + h(Y)l = I@ + 0) + $“(f,> + $,(YI = I Au,> -I- h(YI = b(o,). 
(3.23) 
Since y E FJ, = Uaiw, FJnCa’, y E F:,‘“’ for some a ( w,. Thus (3.23) implies 
that Ix t o,(Fi’*‘)l = b(w,), and a contradiction on condition (6) is obtained. 
We conclude that V must, in fact, be K,-separable in W (contrary to our 
assumption), and this completes the proof of Theorem A for the fixed 
positive integer n. Moreover, the induction on Theorem A has now been 
completed. Thus Theorems A, B, and C are all valid for every nonnegative 
integer n. 
THEOREM D. Let n be any positive integer. If the valuated vector space 
V has a finite free resolution of length n, there exists a collection @ of 
subspaces of V that satisfy the following conditions. 
(0) 0 E P. 
(1) If WE @‘, then W is +&-,-separable in V. 
(2) If Y is the set of special subsets of I in (3.2), the function f: J+ 
$,(F:) maps Y onto w and preserves limits of ascending chains. 
(3) If WE g and XC V has dimension not exceeding K,-, , there 
exists W’ E g such that W’ 1 (W, X) and dim( W’/ W) < K,-, . 
(4) If J G K and both J and K belong to 9, then f.d.(f (K)/f(J)) < n, 
where f: J -+ #,(F$). 
Proof. Let V have the free resolution (3.1) with decompositions (3.2) and 
let 
g = {$,(F$: J is special in I}. 
The empty set J = 0 being special implies condition (0). Condition (1) is 
given by Theorem B, whereas Lemma 3.6 establishes (2). Condition (3) 
follows from Theorem C. Finally, Lemmas 3.7 and 3.9 and the fact that a 
special subset J of I contained in a special subset of K of I is a special subset 
of K imply condition (4). 
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COROLLARY E. If the valuated vector space V has a finite free resolution 
of length n, there exists a smooth ascending chain of subspaces 
of V satisfying the following conditions. 
(1) V, is H,- ,-separable in V. 
(2) VD = uo<!3 V, if@ is a limit; V= u V,. 
(3) dWV,+,/YJ GL. 
(4) V,, V/V, and V,, ,/V, all have free dimension <n. 
4. SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS FOR A SPACE 
TO HAVE A FINITE FREE RESOLUTION 
As evidenced in the preceding section, our main theorems concerning free 
dimensions are very difftcult (if not impossible) to prove on an individual 
basis, but need to be considered collectively. We have separated the proofs of 
the theorems dealing with the necessary conditions from those dealing with 
sufftcient conditions. However, the main theorems concerning sufficient 
conditions are also interdependent. Therefore, we will have to prove three at 
a time. 
THEOREM F. Suppose that the valuated vector space V is the union of a 
smooth ascending chain of subspaces 
o=v,cV,s’*~EV,c**-, a < A, 
starting with V, = 0. If V, is EC,- ,-separable in V,, 1 for each a and if 
V,+,/V, has a free resolution of length n, then V has a free resolution of 
length n. 
If n = 0, the hypothesis tates that V, is nice in I’, + , and V, + ,/I’, is free. 
Hence V, itself, must be free (because free is a proper projective), and the 
theorem holds for n = 0. Before passing to the induction step, we need to 
establish some additional consequences of the induction hypothesis. 
A direct consequence of Theorem F is the following. 
THEOREM G. Zf dim( V) < pC,, then f.d.( V) Q n. 
Proof The proof is by induction on n. Theorem G is known [ 51 for 
n = 0; essentially, the proof for this case was published several years ago by 
Brown [ 11. Since the theorem is known for n = 0, suppose n > 1 and let V 
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have dimension H,. The space V is the union of a smooth ascending chain of 
subspaces 
O=Vo~V,~***~Var~~‘, a <w,, 
where dim( V,) < K,- r for each a. Since dim( V,) Q Ef,- , , Proposition 2.9 
states that V, is &r-separable in V,,,. Moreover, dim(V,+,/V,) <Knel 
implies under the induction hypothesis that f.d.( V,, r/V,) < n - 1. 
Therefore, certainly f.d.( V, + r/V,) < n. According to Theorem F, f.d.( V) < n; 
so if Theorem F is true for every nonnegative integer (less than) n, then so is 
Theorem G. 
Until the proof of Theorem F is completed by induction, let n denote a 
fixed positive integer and assume that Theorem F is true for every 
nonnegative integer less than n. Actually, the full induction hypothesis is that 
Theorem F (and consequently Theorem G) and the following Theorem H are 
valid for every nonnegative integer less than n. The logical implications to be 
proved are 
F(n- l)*F(n- l)+G(n- l)*P(n- l)+G(n- l)+H(n)*F(n), 
where, for example, F(n) denotes Theorem F for a fixed n. 
THEOREM H. Let n > 1. Suppose that W is an N,,-,-separable subspace 
of a free space F. If F/ W has a free resolution of length n, then W has a free 
resolution of length n - 1. 
ProoJ Let 
0-W-F-A V-+0 (4.1) 
be exact where W is EC,- ,-separable in the free space F and f.d.( V) < n. Let 
V have the free resolution (3.1) and decompositions (3.2). Since F is free, we 
can set F = Cisl, (xi) and let FS denote Ciss (xi) whenever S is a subset of 
I F’ 
DEFINITION 4.2. A subset S of IF is distinguished if 
0) Fs I I K 
(ii) z(F’) = q5,(FJ,‘S’) f or some special subset J(S) associated with the 
free resolution (3.1) of V and decompositions (3.2). 
Suppose ‘that S is distinguished in IF. Denote W n FS by Ws and observe 
that W/ Ws s (W, FS)/FS by virtue of property (i) of a distinguished set. 
Consider the exact sequence 
0- W/Ws-+F/Fs~ V/n(FS)-0, (4.3) 
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where the maps are obtained from (4.1) in the natural way; in particular the 
map designated by n is actually the one obtained from 71 in (4.1). Since 
condition (ii) of a distinguished set S yields Q”) = #,(F:“‘) for some 
special set J(S), Theorem B ensures that n(F”) is K,- ,-separable in I’. In 
view of the isomorphism V z F/ W given by (4.1) this means that 
(F’, W)/W is N,-l-separable in F/W. By Proposition 2.8, (F’, W)/FS is 
EC,_. ,-separable in F/F’. However, W/W” is naturally isomorphic to 
(F’, W)/F’. Therefore W/ Ws is imbedded in F/F’ as an EC,- ,-separable 
subspace. Thus the conditions on (4.1) are all retained in (4.3) since we also 
know that V/x(F’) = V/#,(FJ,‘s’) has free dimension not exceeding n. In 
reference to (3. lo), take J = J(S). 
Since the free space F/F’ decomposes as 
‘/‘IFS = is, Cxi> 
t I 
zs (xi) z i,j.-s (xi), 
F 
we let IF - S be the index set for the free space F/F’. Lemma 3.9 asserts that 
(3.10) is a free resolution of V/n(F’). Let S G R c IF where S is a 
distinguished subset of IF. We claim that if R - S is distinguished with 
respect o (4.3) and the free resolution (3.10) of the space V/n(F”), then R is 
necessarily distinguished with respect o (4.1) and the free resolution (3.1) of 
the space V. In other words, just as with special sets, distinguished sets 
pulled back over distinguished sets remain distinguished. In order to see this, 
observe that R - S being distinguished means: 
(iii) FR/FS ( I( W, FS)/FS, and 
(iv) n(FR/FS) = $,(FJ,‘R’/FJ,‘S’). 
By Proposition 2.16, condition (iii) implies that FR I( W. Since n(FR/Fs) = 
n(FR)/n(Fs) and #,(FfR’/F~‘S’) = ~,(F’,‘“‘)/~,(F’,‘“‘), condition (iv) 
immediately implies that z(FR) = $,(F”,‘“‘). Furthermore J(R) being a special 
subset pulled back over a special subset is, itself, a special subset of Z by 
Lemma 3.12. This demonstrates that R is distinguished. 
We now wish to prove that if S, is distinguished in IF and if T is any 
subset of Z, such that 1 TI < pC,-, , there exists a distinguished subset S of IF 
containing both S, and T such that 1 S - S,I < N,,-i. However, in view of 
what we have observed in the preceding paragraphs concerning the relation 
between (4.1) and (4.3), it suffices to prove this result only for the case 
S, = 0. Moreover, since properties (i) and (ii) in the definition of a 
distinguished set are both inductive, all we need to do is to show that for 
each of these two properties individually there exists S 3 T with 1 S - Tj < 
K,-l which satisfies the given property, (i) or (ii) as the case may be. For 
(i), this is a consequence of Theorem 2.13 since W is K,-,-separable in F. 
Property (ii) follows from (repeated applications of) Theorem C. 
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We have demonstrated that there exists a smooth ascending chain, starting 
with S, = 0, 
O=SoES,G *** cs,c.*., a < A, 
of distinguished subsets S, of IF such that I, = U S, and such that 
IS a+ 1 - S, 1 < K,- 1 for each a. For simplicity of notation, let IV” = 
Wn FSa. Since W 1 / Fsm and since FSa is nice (=K- ,-separable) in FSa+I, it 
is easy to show that W” is nice in Wa+’ for each a. Moreover, 
dim( W” + ‘/ Wa) < dim(Fsm+l/Fse) < N,- I) 
so f.d.( WG+l/Wrr) < n - 1 by Theorem G for II - 1. Therefore, Theorem F 
for n - 1 implies that f.d.(W) < n - 1. This completes the proof of 
Theorem H for the given positive integer n. 
Proof of Theorem F. The proof of Theorem F is now established for the 
given positive integer n, and thereby the induction is completed. Suppose that 
is a smooth ascending chain of subspaces of V starting with V, = 0 and 
satisfying the following conditions, for each a: 
(1) V, is K,-l-separable in Va+ ,, 
(2) f.d.(V,+,/V,) < n, 
(3) v=u v,. 
Let 
O-+K+F[V]+ V-0 
be the natural short exact sequence associated with V, where F[ V] is the free 
valuated space based on V, recall that F[ I’] denotes xX,,, (x). Identify 
F[ V,] as a summand of F[ I’] in the natural way, and let K” = K n F[ V,]. 
It is easy to show that K* is nice (=&,-separable) in Ka+’ since F[ V,] is 
nice in F[V,+,] and since K ] ] F[ V,] by Proposition 2.17. Observe that 
K’=+’ 1 I F[ V,]. H ence, we obtain the exact sequence 
O~Ka+l/K=‘FIV,+l]/FIV,]~ V,+,/V,+O. 
Notice that the above sequence is not the natural exact sequence associated 
with V n+ i/V, . For example, F[ V, + ,]/F[ V,] may not even be isomorphic to 
F[ V,, i/V,]. Consequently, we cannot claim that K”+‘/Ka is imbedded as a 
nice (=K- ,-separable) subspace in F[ V,, , ]/F[ V,]. However, K” + ‘/Km E 
W =+‘, F[ V,])/F[ I’,] is &,-separable in F[ V,, ,]/F[ V,] by 
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Proposition 2.8 since V, is K,-,-separable in V,, 1. By hypothesis 
f.d.(V,+ ,/V,) < n, so Theorem H implies that f.d.(K”+ l/K”) < n - 1. 
Theorem F for n - 1 implies that f.d.(K) < n - 1. Thus f.d.(V) < n. This 
completes the proof of Theorem F for the given positive integer n, and the 
induction is complete not only for Theorem F but also for Theorems G and 
H. All three theorems have been proved for every n. 
THEOREM I. If W is a summand of V, then f.d.( IV) < f.d.( V). 
Proof: There is nothing to prove unless V has finite free dimension n. 
The proof is by induction on n, and the theorem is known [5] for the case 
n = 0. Thus let n > 1. Suppose that V = W + U. Let 
O-+K,+F[W]+ w+o 
and 
be the natural exact sequences associated with the summands W and U of V. 
Since W and U are orthogonal, the sequence 
O+K,+K,+F[W]+F[U]-, W+U+O 
is exact, although it is certainly not the natural exact sequence associated 
with V = W + U. Nevertheless, K, + K, is nice (=K-i-separable) in 
F[ W] + F[U] since K, and K, are nice in F[ W] and F[U], respectively. 
Therefore, Theorem H asserts that f.d.(K, + K,) < n - 1. By the induction 
hypothesis of the present theorem, f.d.(K,) < n - 1. Because of the exact 
sequence 
O+K,+F[W]+ W+O, 
this implies that f.d.(W) < n. 
The following theorem generalizes Theorem 3 in [9]. 
THEOREM J. Zf V= Uisl W, where ]I] <K,,, then f.d.(V) Q n provided 
that f.d.( W,) < n for each i. 
Proof. The proof of Theorem J is by induction on dim(V). If 
dW-7 <PC,, the conclusion follows from Theorem G, so assume 
dim(V) > K,. Let V= U,,, Wi, where [I( < K,, and where f.d.( Wi) < n for 
each i E I. We know according to Theorem A that Wi is &-separable in V. 
Moreover, each subspace Wi has a collection g[ of E(,, _ ,-separable subspaces 
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that satisfy the conditions of Theorem D. Using Theorems 2.13 and D, we 
can construct a smooth ascending chain 
of subspaces of V having the following properties for each a: 
(a) V= U V,. 
(b) dim( V,) < dim(V). 
(c) V, I I Wi for each i E I. 
(d) V,n IViEq for each iEZ. 
Conditions (c) and (d), together with property (4) of Theorem D, ensure that 
is the union of at most EC, subspaces that have free dimension not exceeding 
n because 
Since dim( Va+ ,/I’,) < dim(V), the induction hypothesis implies that 
f.d.(V,+,/V,) < n. 
In order to show that V, is K,- ,-separable in Va+ I it suffices to show 
that V, is @&-,-separable in (V,, Win V,,,) for each i because V,, 1 = 
Uicl win V,+I* Moreover, since V, I( Wi for each a and each i, it follows 
that V, is EC,- ,-separable in (V,, Win V,, i) provided that Win V, is 
K,, _ ,-separable in Wi n V, + 1. However, property (1) of Theorem D asserts 
that Win V, is K,-i-separable in Wi; consequently, Win V, is N,-l- 
separable in Wi n Va+, . Thus V, is N,_ ,-separable in V,, 1, and 
Theorem F implies that f.d.( V) < n. 
The next theorem is our most useful characterization of spaces having 
finite free resolutions of given length. 
THEOREM K. A valuated vector space V has a finite free resolution of 
length n, f.d.(V) < n, if and only if V is the union of a smooth ascending 
chain (no matter how long) of N,-l-separable subspaces, starting with 
v, = 0, 
such that dim( V, + JV,) < K, . 
Proof. Suppose that we have the chain of subspaces atisfying the given 
conditions. Theorem G asserts that f.d.( &+ I/V,) < n, so f.d.(V) < n by 
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Theorem F. Conversely, if f.d.(V) < n, we employ Theorem D and actually 
construct a chain of EC,- ,-separable subspaces V, such that 
diW’,+ llL> < K,- 1 T which is more than required. 
5. THE PROJECTIVE DIMENSION OF A 
VALUATED VECTOR SPACE 
In this section we prove the conjecture made in the Introduction; this 
conjecture is restated as Theorem 5.2. Its proof depends on the following 
lemma. The lemma, although quite nontrivial, is a direct consequence of 
Theorem H and the existence of the natural exact sequence 
K>-,F[V]- V for any space V. 
LEMMA 5.1. If V has the finite free resolution (3. l), then V has such a 
resolution with proper connecting maps. 
THEOREM 5.2. The following are equivalent: 
(1) f.d.(V)< n. 
(2) Pext”+‘(V, IV) = Ofor all WE 7.. 
Proox The proof is by induction on n. The theorem is true for n = 0 
since each of conditions (1) and (2) is equivalent, for n = 0, to V being free 
[5]. First, we shall prove inductively that (1) 3 (2). Assume that f.d.(V) < 
n > 1. According to Lemma 5.1, V has a free resolution 
F,&F,L,F,~ tin-1 8” . ..---+F.-,-F,,- V 
of length n, where the maps #i are proper maps. In particular, if K, denotes 
the kernel of d,, then 
K, t--F,,- V 
is a proper exact sequence. We now employ the results of Richman and 
Walker on Ext and Pext for pre-abelian categories developed in [ 171; see 
also [2]. We refer especially to Theorem 12 and to the remark preceding 
Section 9 in [ 171. Note that any proper short exact sequence in ?‘. is 
automatically stable. Hence, 
Pext"(F,, W)+Pext”(K,, W)+Pext”+‘(V, Yl+Pext”“(F,,, w> 
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is exact. Since the free space F, is a proper projective, we conclude that 
Pext”+‘(V, w) z Pext”(K,, w>, 
but Pext”(K,, w> = 0 by the induction hypothesis since f.d.(K,) < n - 1. 
The proof that (2)* (1) mimics MacLane [ 14, VIII, Theorem 1.11. 
Suppose Pext”’ ‘(I’, w> = 0. Based on the natural exact sequence K tt 
F[ V] - V, where F[ V] is the free space on V, we obtain a proper exact 
sequence 
on-1 0~K,-F,-,-.-m-F,- ” F,,* V----+0 
with F, free for 0 < i < n - 1. All that we need to do is to show that K, is 
free. Letting K,, , denote Ker di and K, = V, we have the proper exact 
sequences 
Ei: Kit, wFi---w Ki, O<i<n--I. 
For each i < n - 1, we obtain (see [ 171) the exact sequence 
Pext”(F,, w> j Pextm(Ki+,, W)-+ Pextm+‘(Ki, W) 4 Pextm+i(Fi, IV) 
for any m > 1. Thus Pext”(K,+ i, w> z Pextmt ‘(Ki, W), which implies that 
Pext’(K,, w) = Pextnt ‘(V, W) = 0 for all W. Hence K, is free [5]. 
Following [5, lo] as precedents, we may abbreviate “proper projective” to 
“projective” since there are virtually no projectives in 7 and since there is 
only one proper class under consideration. With this convention in 
terminology, Theorem 5.2 is translated as follows. A valuated vector space I’ 
has projective dimension not exceeding n, proj. dim.(V) < n, if and only if V 
has a finite free resolution of length n (with or without proper connecting 
maps). 
Our final section contains some examples. 
6. EXISTENCE AND EXAMPLES OF SPACES 
HAVING PROJECTIVE DIMENSION n 
The canonical example of a valuated vector space that has projective 
dimension exactly n is the following. For the special case n = 2, the example 
was first constructed by one of the authors in [21]. 
EXAMPLE 6.1. Let F” =Cocw, (xa) be the free valuated vector space 
based on the ordinals less than CL),, with the value of x, being a. Let P, = 
(x0 --%L<W” be the the subspace of F, spanned by the set {x0 - x, }, < WI1. 
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If n is a positive integer it is easy to show using Proposition 2.3 that P, is 
not free. In fact, notice that Ix,, + P, 1 = w,, and therefore P, is not PC,- ,- 
separable in F,. According to Theorem A, proj. dim.(P,) > II. However, 
dim(P,) = fc,, and Theorem G implies that proj. dim.(P,) < n. 
We have proved the following existence theorem for n-projectivity. 
THEOREM 6.2. For each positive integer n, there exists a subspace P, of 
a free space that has projective dimension exactly n. 
Following the terminology of [9] we say that a valuated vector space is an 
NSF-space if it is a nice (=N-i-separable) subspace of a free space. 
THEOREM 6.3. There exists an NSF-space having infinite projective 
dimension. 
Proof: Let P, be the space of Example 6.1 (and Theorem 6.2). Let V= 
C,,.,,, P, be the direct sum (=coproduct) of the spaces P,. Observe that V 
cannot have finite projective dimension, for if V had finite projective 
dimension k, then proj. dim.(P,) < k by Theorem I. At this point, we know 
that V has infinite projective dimension and is a subspace of a free space but 
not an NSF-space. However, if we take the natural exact sequence associated 
with I’, 
O+K+F[V]+ V-+0, 
then K is an NSF-space (for any I’). But K, too, must have infinite projective 
dimension since V does. 
If we extend the construction in Example 5.1 to the case where n = w and 
let 
then one might expect P, to have infinite projective dimension since P, has 
projective dimension n for each n, but actually P, is free (and therefore has 
projective dimension equal to zero). In order to see that P, is free, observe 
that 
P” 3 x0 - X,“) =c (x, -x,,). Cl<OJ, 
Thus if P,’ denotes the space spanned by P, and x0 - xw,, then P,’ is free, 
for we have exhibited a basis for P,‘. Moreover, P, E P,’ c P, + , , and 
(J P,=P,= (J P,‘. 
n<w n<w 
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Since P, is the union of a countable number of free subspaces P,', it is free 
by Theorem J (or by Theorem 3 in [9]). This demonstrates that a valuated 
vector space can have projective dimension zero and yet be the union of an 
ascending sequence of subspaces P,, n > m, having arbitrarily large finite 
projective dimension. 
Applications of our results to abelian groups will be given elsewhere. 
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